QUESTIONS?

Contact APCLB Coordinator Harold Jennings at hjenning@stern.nyu.edu or (212) 998-0565

THE ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE IN LAW & BUSINESS
June 20 – July 29, Summer 2016

Law and Business at NYU
The Advanced Professional Certificate in Law & Business (APCLB) is a unique joint program of NYU’s Stern School of Business and NYU School of Law designed specifically for law students interested in careers in corporate and financial law. Students complete 15 credit hours of graduate business study. The first 9 credits are taken in a summer session dedicated to foundational courses at the Stern School of Business. To fulfill the remaining 6 credits, students choose from a selection of Stern courses, cross-listed courses with Stern, or Law School courses that focus on business-related issues, all taken during the fall and spring semesters.

More Information: www.stern.nyu.edu/apclb

**CORE SUMMER COURSES**

**Foundations of Corporate Finance**

Analyzes the most significant financial decisions facing corporate managers. The major topics include investment valuation (capital budgeting), capital structure and dividend policy, and mergers and acquisitions. There will be emphasis on both developing the tools and mindset of the financial practitioner as well as examining specific applications in the form of examples and several case discussions. 3 credits
Professor Anthony Marciano

**Financial Accounting and Reporting**

Introduces students to accounting reports, which are an important means of communication with investors. This course focuses on the development, analysis and use of these reports. In addition to traditional introductory topics, other topics may include mergers and acquisitions, purchase and pooling, free cash flow and financial statement analysis. 3 credits
Professor Alex Dontoh

**Statistics and Data Analysis**

Provides a survey of quantitative techniques applicable to decision making, with special regard to their roles in legal issues. Topics will include introduction to probability, statistical distributions (including binomial, Poisson, normal), statistical inference (estimation, prediction, and hypothesis tests), multivariate linear regression, correlation analysis, and statistical sampling. 3 credits
Professor Cyrus Mohebbi

*Faculty based on 2015 and Subject to change. If you place out of a core course, another Stern summer course may be substituted.

**Tuition $19,088:**
Tuition for the Certificate Program is for the nine credits taken during the summer semester at Stern.

**Financial Aid Through Stern:**
www.stern.nyu.edu/financialaid

**Student Housing Available Through NYU Law:**
Since most APCLB students apply after the summer housing deadline, some rooms have been reserved for these students.
www.law.nyu.edu/housing/

**Visa Applications Expedited for International Students:**
International students should register as soon as possible to ensure Visa acquisition. For more information on the Visa applications process:
www.nyu.edu/ogs

**Admission and Registration:**
The Certificate Program is open to all students admitted to the J.D. and LL.M. programs at the NYU School of Law. For more information:
www.stern.nyu.edu/apclb

“The APCLB program provides law students with the tools necessary to understand the finance and economics that underlie the transactions and business structures that lawyers design.”
- Director William T. Allen, Former Chancellor of the Delaware Court of Chancery
- Provides an understanding of the U.S. financial system and transactions
- Educates lawyers to better represent business clients
- Qualifies students for advanced NYU Stern courses in Finance and Accounting